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Acrylic boards & Installation ways

Cutting letters type Cutting shape type Spuare board type

mounting by screws hanging by ropes / mounting by screws hanging by ropes / mounting by screws

FLEXIBLE LED NEON SIGNS
Our LED Neon Signs are crafted using LED Neon Flex
that is adhered to an acrylic board.
Acrylic colour options are as follows: Transparent / White / Black / Coloured.
Each piece includes an LED Power adapter with an AC plug.
We offer EU, AU, UK and US Plugs.
Each piece also includes a thin transparent cable with a female connector
that equals 2 meters in length.



DOMED SHAPE LED NEON & RGB LED NEON
1. Size is very big and thick, So it can only be used for large simple signs.

2. Compare to mini size, it has larger light surface, visible rays is wider
    when seeing from far distance.

3. Domed-shape available in mono color and RGB color, RGB color has
    multi 7 color changing, So that signs can achieve multi color changing effect.
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FLEXIBLE LED NEON SIGNS

LED NEON WITH UV-PRINTED PATTERNS ON ACRYLIC
Adding UV-printed patterns, colours and other designs to the acrylic creates an effect like no other.
The artwork pops off the wall adding a contemporary shine to an original design.



FLEXIBLE LED NEON SIGNS

OUR SERVICE
- If you’d prefer to make the signs yourself, we will happily supply the LED Neon lights & desired accessories.
  We also provide any technical support you might need!

- If you have any interesting ideas or concepts, We can assist by crafting the design & produce it also.

- If you have any of your own designs or drawings, we can build them to your specs as intended.

OPTIONAL 19 COLORS
Colored skin - 7 different colors
-red, green, blue, orange, yellow, lemon yellow, pink

red green blue orange yellow lemon yellow pink

Milky white skin - 12 different colors
-red, green, blue, orange, yellow, lemon yellow, ice blue, hot pink,  pink-purple, warm white, natural white, cool white

red green blue orange yellow lemon yellow ice blue

hot pink pink-purple warm white natural white cool white
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